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DARRAN’s ThinkingQuietly expands at NeoCon 50

HIGH POINT, N.C./ JUNE 11, 2018/ -- ThinkingQuietly, the innovative acoustic open office collection
and recipient of the Red Dot Design Award, is expanding to include additional quiet zone products.
Acoustic engineers assisted in the design challenge of reducing noise in the open office. The result is a
balanced acoustic environment, whilst also ensuring a sophisticated and unique design outcome
suitable for the modern workplace. ThinkingQuietly is a soothing antidote to office commotion.
The collection is debuting new material selections at NeoCon. Solid oak components expertly finished
in matte ebony stain, charcoal gray acoustical materials and graphite gray metal finishes bring a
sophisticated offering to the open office and conference design.
The Terrarium, a new ThinkingQuietly Workstation accessory, is a center-mounted box made from a
plywood wrap frame and acrylic flower basin. The Terrarium brings a natural color tone and a touch of
life to the workplace, while creating privacy between stations.
“The visual theme is an extension of the ThinkingQuietly workstation, with the use of solid timber and
acoustic PET material,” says designer Dean Kuch. “The shapes and lines of the products have a strong
link to the ThinkingQuietly Workstation, therefore creating a clear family of products that achieve a
common goal of reducing noise reverberation within the office.”
ThinkingQuietly was designed by ThinkingWorks Design Studio, a design team that takes curiosity to
new heights, finding solutions to design exceptional furniture.
“We at ThinkingWorks like to find new answers to old questions,” says Kuch. “We’re not conventional
designers, and we like to have fun with our products.”
For more information about ThinkingQuietly, visit http://www.darran.com/product/desks-andworkstations/thinkingquietly
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